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2. Hie preparation and acquisition of semiconductor materials for 

the composite converter. 

3. The fabrication and evaluation of experimental composite photo- 

voltaic solar energy converters.  These were to be fabricated from the 

semiconductor materials which would optimize the energy conversion 

process, and the design was to be directed toward the achievement of 

20 percent conversion efficiency. 
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1.  PURPOSE 

The study of composite solar cells was directed toward the attain- 

ment of Improved photovoltaic solar energy conversion efficiency by 

Improvement of the spectral efficiency of the device.  The primary 

objective of the work was the demonstration of the feasibility of 

improved efficiency composite energy gap cells. 

The program was divided into three parts, as follows: 

1.  The carrying through of a thorough analytical investigation of 

the composite photovoltaic solar energy converter. This investigation 

was to lead to recommendations for the optimum semiconductor materials 

to be utilized In the composite converter, and to recommendations for 

the design configuration. 

400-Final 
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2.  ABSTRACT 

A theoretical analysis Is given of the performance of composite 

photovoltaic solar energy converters consisting of two separate p-n 

Junction cells of differing energy gaps. The analysis considers the 

spectral efficiencies of the separate cells and the effects of saturation 

currents as a function of energy gaps. The failure of the forward 

current to vary as rapidly as exp (qV/kT) Is discussed on the basis of 

non-radiative recombinations In the space charge layer.  The effect of 

such recombinations on cell efficiency Is analyzed, and graphs of effi- 

ciency vs. energy gaps In the composite cell are given for the Ideal 

case of no non-radiative recombinations and for several recombination 

rates. For the Ideal case the optimum energy gaps are found to be 

1.1 eV and 1.65 eV, and the maximum efficiency 32.5 percent. The 

optimum energy gaps Increase with a departure from the Ideal, and the 

maximum efficiency decreases. A correlation Is drawn between the ef- 

ficiency of carrier collection and the effect of diffused layer resist- 

ance, and It Is found that the optimum junction depth In a solar cell 

Is approximately one-fourth of the minority carrier diffusion length. 

On the basis of the analysis, Si is chosen for the lower-energy- 

gap component of the composite cell, and AlSb and CdSe are selected 

as possible materials for the higher-energy^gap component.  The purifi- 

cation of Al and the growth of crystals of AlSb are described in detail. 

A description is also given of the preparation of crystals of CdSe, 

but neither AlSb nor CdSe were prepared with sufficient purity to 

warrant solar cell fabrication. 

The results of measurements in sunlight of the power output of a 

composite cell in which Si and CdS form the active elements are given. 

As expected, these results Indicate that CdS Is not one of the optimum 

materials for a composite solar cell. 
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3.   PUBLICATIONS, LECTURES, REPORTS, AND CONFERENCES 

3.1 Publications 

No direct publications resulted from the research and 

development carried out under this contract. A report on the work was 

included In a paper given by W. Cherry, USASRDL, on the progress being 

made In the ARPA solar energy conversion program. This paper was pre- 

sented at the 14th Annual Power Sources Conference In Atlantic City, 

May, 1960. 

3.2 Lectures 

No lectures based on the subject efforts were given. 

3.3 Reports 

The following progress reports were submitted, under the 

title "Investigation of Composite or Stacked Variable Energy Gap Photo- 

voltaic Solar Energy Converter": 

Report Number Pate Authors 

EOS Report No. 400-M-l  1 October 1959    J. W. Burns 

400-M-2 1 November 1959 J. W. Burns 

400-M-3 1 December 1959 J. W. Burns, W. H. Evans 

400-M-4 1 January 1960 J. w. Burns 
400-2Q-1 8 January 1960 J. w. Burns, W. H. Evans 

H. Armstrong 

400-M-5 I February 1960 J. w. Burns, W. H. Evans 

400-M-6 I March 1960 J. w. Burns 
400-M-7 I April 1960 J. w. Burns 
400-M-8 1 May 1960 J. w. Burns 
400-M-9 I June 1960 J. w. Burns 
400-M-10 1 July 1960 J, w. Burns 
400-2Q-2 10 July 1960 J. w. Burns, W. H. Evans 
400-M-ll 1 August 1960 J. w. Burns 
400-M-12 1 September 1960 J. w. Burns 

400-Flnal 



3.4 Conferences 

The Project Supervisor, Mr. 

Signal Laboratory, Ft. Monmouth, N. 

J. W. Burns, visited the Evans 

J., on 11 and 12 February 1960, to 

review the work done to date with the USASRDL Technical Monitor, Mr. J. 

Mandelkern, and to attend a Joint meeting with representatives of USASRDL 

and the seven other contractors conconltantly engaged with Mr. W. Cherry's 

office In the ARPA program for solar energy conversion. The purpose of 

the Joint meeting, held on 12 February 1960, was to have each represent- 

ative give a short presentation of tie work being done in his particular 

phase of the photovoltaic solar energy conversion program. The repre- 

sentatives stated the object of the!:: work, the results obtained, the 

difficulties encountered, and the merits of the particular approach. 

The attendees at this meeting were: 

William Cherry, USASRDL 

Joseph Mandelkorn, USASRDL 

James Kesperis, USASRDL 

Emil Kittle, USASRDL 

Robert Mark, USASRDL 

George Hunrath, USASRDL 

James W. Burns, Electro-Optibal Systems, Inc. 

Lewis Stone, Eagle-Plcher Laboratories 

Robert Robinson, Armour Research 

John Buttrey, Armour Researc 

Gene Ralph, Hoffman Semiconductor Division 

Paul Rappaport, RCA Laboratories 

James Elliot, General Electric Company 

Fred Fitch, Grace Chemical Company 

Wayne Barrett, Grace Chemical Company 

Pierre Lamond, Transitron Electronics 

On 29 March 1960, it was our pleasure to be visited by 

Mr. James Kesperis of USASRDL.  The progress and future directions of the 

effort were discussed, and it was decided that most of the effort in 
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the succeeding months should be devoted to AlSb and AlSb solar cells. 

On 21 June 1960 the Project Supervisor visited Messrs. W. 

Cherry and J. Mandelkern at the Evans Laboratory, Ft. Monmouth, N. J. 

It was agreed that the theoretical study of composite photovoltaic 

solar energy converters, given in the First Semiannual Report, should 

be somewhat extended and refined, and should Include calculations based 

upon the known parameters of silicon and aluminum antimonlde. It was 

further agreed that the final report on subject contract should Include 

a complete bibliography, with particular reference to composite or 

stacked solar cells and the compound semiconductors AlSb and CdSe. 

It was pointed out by Mr. Cherry that state-of-the-art samples of 

composite cells, aluminum antimonlde, and dlchroic mirrors should be 

delivered to USASRDL as soon as practicable. 

On 22 June 1960 the Project Supervisor visited Drs. F. J. 

Reid, W. P. Allred, and Mr. W. L. Mefferd at the Batteile Memorial 

Institute, Columbus, Ohio, to discuss the growth and characterization 

of AlSb. This visit proved fruitful in that information applicable 

to the growth of single crystals of this compound was gained. 
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4.  FACTUAL DATA 

4,1 A Theoretical Study of ths Composite Photovoltaic Solar Energy 
Converter 

4,1,1 Introduction \ 

It la appropriate to divide the analysis of a two- 

semiconductor composite solar cell Into two parts, viz: a theoretical 

determination of the two semiconducting materials the use of which will 

result In maximum efficiency, and secondly a study of the effect on 

efficiency of cell design parameters such as Junction depth, to determine 

the optimum values of these parameters. 

Selection of the optimum semiconducting materials for a 

composite cell requires consideration of the ability of various 

semiconductors to absorb energy from the solar spectrum, and also of 

their ability to deliver the absorbed energy to an external load as 

useful electrical power. 

The technology of various semiconductors varies greatly 

In degree of advancement, and In the subsequent analysis It Is assumed 

that the degree of purity and perfection of structure can ultimately be 

made equal for all semiconductor materials,  (This assumption Is made 

to provide a working basis for analysis, and Its validity remains to 

be determined). Numerical values of the various optical and electronic 

properties of many semiconductors are not known to a degree of accuracy 

sufficient to warrant their use; however, the energy gap, one of the most 

important semiconductor properties, can be taken as a continuously 

varying function in these analyses, and the solar energy conversion 

efficiency can be determined as a function of this parameter.  This 

has been done for the case of solar cells employing only one semi- 

conducting element,   and these results are extended below to the case 

of composite cells.  It should be mentioned in passing that in on« aspect 

the results of Ref, 4 and Ref, 5 are not in agreement; these 

400-Final 9 



discrepancies are discussed In Sections 4.1.3.1 and 4.1.3.2 of this 

report. 

In Section 4.1.2, the spectral efficiency of a composite 

solar cell Is considered. The spectral efficiency Is a measure of the 

ability of the cell to absorb energy from the solar spectrum. Since a 

semiconductor can absorb energy only from photons of energy greater than 

Its energy gap, and since the maximum energy given to each carrier pair 

Is equal to the energy gap. It Is apparent that the spectral efficiency 

can be determined on the basis of the energy gap alone.  In this section 

the two band gaps are derived which enable a maximum fraction of the solar 

energy to be absorbed. In general, however, these two band gaps will not 

be optimum In terms of maximizing power output. From this latter stand- 

point It Is necessary to consider the ability of the semiconductors to 

deliver the absorbed energy to an external electrical circuit. 

In Section 4.1.3 It Is shown that the power which a 

semiconductor can transfer to an external load is strongly affected by a 

parameter commonly called the reverse saturation current.  (This current 

is known to saturate under reverse bias in germanium p-n Junctions, but 

saturation has not been observed in Junctions made from other semi- 

conductor materials). When the reverse current is large, the open- 

circuit voltage and maximum power output are reduced, and since the 

reverse current decreases as the energy gap of the semiconductor 

increases, it is to be expected that materials of higher energy gaps 

will transfer a larger fraction of absorbed energy to an external load 

than will materials of lower energy gaps. As a result, one may 

anticipate that consideration of this parameter will shift the optimum 

energy gaps to values higher than those determined on the basis of 

spectral efficiency alone. 

The effect on the optimum energy gaps of recombination 

currents resulting only from radiative recombinations is considered in 

Section 4.1.3.1.  In Section 4.1.3.2 an Extension Is made to Include the 

case of non-radiative recombinations.  The radiative recombinations of 

electron-hole pairs are unavoidable free-free transitions across the 

forbidden gap, whereas the non-radiative recombinations of carrier pairs 

400-Flnal 10 
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may, in practice, be reduced, ,,k 'L• allow f.u leftf.ue .... .f..l.2 that Ue 

non-radiative racOIIbinationo can ~7 lt.oit the, ~-c7 of a .olar 

cell, 

After the opt._ -eaerSY g11pa for a celllpOaite cell are 

detenained, it ia neceaoary to conaider the effecu of call deaip pare

•ten on the..,.~ power outpt, 1lolo of the .,et ~t deaip 

para.etera in a aingle cell am the depth Gf tile p-11 J-"t1c11 Mlov the 

cell ourface, and the reai.eiv1ty of the NliicoDduc~. Aa 11 wall ""-• 

the ju11ction depth involvea a COIIpra.ioe in that (a) 1 the jUIICt1o11 ahould 

be very clo1e to the IUrface ao that the ...U.. IIUIIIIoer of phot011-11Cited 

carrier• can be collected, and (b), the junctioa ahould be deep in orcler 

tbet the reliatance of the aurfaM layer, vbLch .,..ra U oerlea with tha 

load reaiatance, will be a 01~ (:!hie latter ~dcleretioo CIID be 

miniosbed by gridded contact tosdmiquea), 

In Section 4,1.,4 a ablple -~tical -.let of the cell 

peralta the deteraination of an approximate expreuion for the junction 

current aa a function of cell par-ter., An expre1alon 11 derived for 

the IWCimull power fr011 a cell conaldering both tbe internal diode effect 

and the 1erieo reai1tance preaeued ,toy .. the diffDeed la}'OIZ', «11d the optiaa 

junction depth ia derived on the.-e1:. of theee IIDal,eea. Bclae leU&Je 

current• are not contidered in ~:--llll&lyaia 1 eince daeae cu be -...4e wry 

omall by proper treatment of the cell, 'l!uring fabricatio11, -.1 ,~ they 

can be aaaumed nearly equal for all -Uriah, 

The conventional &rnDJ.,.nt of the indi1'id1aal eleMntl in 

a c011pooite aolar cell b the sucked or layered confiprat101l in wblch 

the cell of higher energy gap 101 placed liiiiiO<liately alloft the cell of lower 

energy gap, The difficulty in dUe arrangement Ueo in the in1uff1cient 

tranoparency of the higher energy gap cell to photon• of eDetiY leu than 

ito own excitation ener17, Meaeuremente made on in1:enoetallic oemiconductor. 

1how no better than 75 to 80 ,_~ t.......U.If.Oil 101 thio ,tran ... bo.f.on 

region, and uaually much leu, 6-J To be effecctve,. the at.acked conffeura~ioa 
would require at least 75 perceat, tranamiuion of the lower enet17 photon& 

400•Final 11 

through the high energy gap element, It 1a poooible that improvellk!ntl 

in technology may lead to the required tranoparency, but a 110re proosiling 

configuration at this tillle 11 that in which the two component& of the c011p011te 

cell are oituated at 90° to each other, with a dichroic mirror inaerted 

betwe"n the c011ponent1, at a 45° angle to each, Such dichroic osirrora are 

readily available, and can be deoigned to oeparate the incident light beam 

at the opti..;., wavelength, tranamitting the appropriate band of the aolar 

opecttul'l to the cell of lower energy gap, and reflecting the higher ener17 

photon a to, the, cell of higher band gap, The separation of the 1pectruos 

with 1uch mirror~ 11 quite abrupt, a1 will be obown, and both the long 

wavelength transmiooion and abort wavelength reflection are between 

90 and 95 per~ent, 

It 11. evident that an inveatigation of the reflective type 

cell will prove worthWhile in that it will oerve to de110111trate the feui· 

bUity of compolite cella, Since the dichroic mirror characteristics are 

ouperior to what osay be expected in the transmiooion of an inter.etallic 

c011pound 1 it follows that failure of the reflective type cell to surpaoo 

a oingle '1olar cell would insure the failure of the osore practical 

a tacked configuration, However, if the reflective COIIpooi te eel~, 1hould 

prove aufficiently ouperior to a oingle cell, then 'further efforta to 

improve the tranamioeion characteriltics of high energy gap uteriah will 

be warranted. 

4,1,2 ~Optimum Energy Q!u 1£!:,! Composite !2!£ £!!! ~ ~ 
!!!!! £! Spectral Efficiency 

The spectral efficiency of a solar cell may be defined as 

the ratio of the rate of absorption of •olar energy aa excited electron-hole 

pairs to the total incident spectral power, Let a composite cell be 

compoaed of two semiconductors of band gapo E and I! , and let I! be 
gl g2 g2 

greater than B , It ie auumed that the incident aolar spectrum 11 divided 
gl 

into two parto ,by a dichroic mirror, auch that all radiation of ~>Bg ie 
2 
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reflected to and absorbed by the cell of energy gap E , and all radiation 
82 

of hO<E  is transmitted to the cell of energy gap E , The latter can 
g2 g! 

absorb only those photons for which h^>E . The arrangement Is as shown 
81 

In Fig, 1. 

In this analysis It will be assumed that there are no 

reflection losses from the cell surfaces, since the optimum energy gaps 

will not be strongly affected by such losses. Reflection can be reduced 

to 10 percent or less by the use of suitable cell coatings, and the losses 

will then be approximately the same for all materials In the range of E of 
S 

Interest,  It Is also assumed that all photons of )\j>E    are absorbed, 
8 

In general, an electron-hole pair excited In a semiconductor 

of band gap E by a quantum of energy hO, where hV Is greater than E , 

absorbs from the quantum a maximum energy E ,  If N(A) Is the number of 

quanta per unit wavelength per unit time In the wavelength Increment dA, 

the Integrated power absorbed by the semiconductor may be found by summing 

the number of quanta of energy greater than E per unit time, and 

multiplying by E .  In the case of the composite solar cell It Is necessary 

to sum those quanta of energy greater than E  and multiply the result by 
82 

E , and also to stun those quanta for which E <h^<E , and multiply by 
82 8^      85 

E .  The first operation gives the total power absorbed In the higher- 
81 

energy-gap cell and the second gives the power absorbed in the lower-energy- 

gap cell; the sum Is simply the absorption by the composite cell.  In terms 

of energy, the total power may be written 

E 00 -8 
C    N (E)dE + E    C 2    N(E)dE, (4-1) E 

82 

E E 
82 81 

where N(E) is the number of photons per unit time in the energy Increment 

dE around E. 
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FIG. 1.   REFLECTION - TYPE COMPOSITE CELL. 
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It is obvious that the result obtained from Eq. (4-1) 

will depend on the solar spectral distribution, since this determines N(E). 

The problem of preferential atmospheric absorption has been treated in detail 
4 

by Loferski,  and in the present work the only case to be considered is 

that of air mass zero, corresponding to the spectral distribution beyond the 

Earth's atmosphere. The spectral distribution given by Johnson  will be 

adopted, and from this distribution, shown in Fig. 2, and using the relation 

^ • E ,/h  it is possible to compute the number of photons per second of 

energy greater than E as a function of E . The result is given in Fig. 3. 

The y-axis intercept is simply the total number of solar photons, and it 

may be observed that essentially all of these have h^>0,4 eV. 

Since the number of photons of energy greater than E 
8 

decreases as E increases, it is clear from Eq. (4-1) that there will be 

an optimum pair of energy gaps which will maximdpe the absorbed power.  If 

a suitable approximation to the curve of Fig. 3 can be found, then the 

optimum energy gaps can be determined analytically by carrying out the 

integrations in Eq. (4-1), simplifying and differentiating the result. 

This is most easily understood by considering the slope of the curve of 

Fig. 3. We have 

ce E 

N  (Eg) -      \ N(E)dE -   \    N(E)dE (4-2) 

0 0, 

where N ,(£ ) is the ordinate of Fig. 3, the first integral on the right 

is the total number of solar photons, and the second integral is the number 

of photons of energy less than E . Differentiating Eq. (4-2): 
O 

dNnh(Eo) 

-J~-g-  - - N(Eg). (4-3) 

The first integral on the right side of Eq. (4-2) vanishes on differen- 

tiation, since the total number of solar photons is constant. The slope 
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of Fig. 3, 

in a range 

then, is seen to be the negative of N(E ),   the number of photons 

dE around E . per unit time» per unit area. 

An expression for N(E ), or NfE), Is required In Eq. (4-1), 

and an approximate numerical value can be obtained by approximating the 

curve of Fig. 3 by two straight line segments., one of zero slope and 

ordlnate 58 x 10  from 0.0 to 0.4 eV, and the other from coordinates 

(0,4, 58 x 10 ) to (2.2, 0.0). This gives a negative slope of magnitude 

&      x 1016 

1.8    X    U 

N(E 

units.     Thus, 

i - 0  for E <0,4 eV 
g 

^fl x 1016 for 0.4<E <2.2 eV 
A.o g 

Rewriting Eq 

l« 0 for E > 2. 2 eV. 
8 

,   (4"1)  for convenience 

\ N(E )<1E + E \ N<E )dE 

and using the constant values of N(E ) given above, we have for the power 

absorbed. 
2.2 E 

$    ( 5 x 1016)dE + E^ ^ ( f8'8 x 10
16)dE 

■^ x 1016  [E^ (2.2 - E )+E  (E  ~ E    )\ 
Lg2      g2   gj  g2  gjj 

5 ■"" 
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For a maximum value ^ 

If- - 0 - E  - 2 E 

(4-5) 

—  -0-2.2-2E  +E  , 
ÖE 82   81  -^ 

«2 

The solutions of Eqs, (4-5) are 

J  - 0.73 eV, E  - 1.46 eV. 
81 8o 

These are the values of the energy gaps In the composite solar cell 

resulting in maximum power absorption from the solar spectrum, and 

therefore maximum spectral efficiency. 

It must be remembered, of course, that these results 

are based on the spectral efficiency alone.  They are modified in the 

subsequent sections by considering the effect of recombination currents. 

Before proceeding, it should be pointed out that the approximation used 

in the foregoing analysis, namely that of approximating the curve of 

Fig, 3 by a straight line, has been justified by additional calculations 

wherein the curved portion from 0.4 to 2.2 eV was more closely approximated. 

The results were not significantly different from those given above with 

the simpler approximation. 

4.1.3 The Optimum Energy Gaps and Maximum Efficiency as Affected 
by Recombination Currents 

A determination of the optimum energy gaps for a composite 

cell involves consideration of both the expected spectral efficiency as 

given above, and of the ability of the semiconductors to convert the absorbed 

solar energy into useful electrical energy.  It will be assumed that the 

fraction of excited electron-hole pairs which reach the junction in a solar 
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cell is not a function of the band gap. An important parameter which is 

dependent on the band gap is the reverse saturation current I . The 

irradiated p-n Junction may be regarded as a constant current generator 

in parallel with a non-linear impedance, the characteristic of the latter 

being approximated by the ideal rectifier equation 

I - I0 (exp(qV/kT)-l), (4-6) 

where I is the reverse saturation current, q is the electronic charge, 
o 

k is Boltsmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, and I and V are 
11-13 

the current and voltage, respectively.      The quantity kT/q may be 

regarded as a thermal generation voltage. Eq. (4-6) is valid only when 

non-radiative recombinations are absent. The modification to include 

non-radiative recombinations is given in Section 4.1.3.2. When a load is 

connected to a solar cell, the load current is simply that produced by the 

constant current generator less the fraction shunted through the non-linear 

impedance. This latter fraction of current, I0 (exp(qV/kT)-l), is a 

forward diode current in an irradiated solar cell. Thus, 

I - ^ - Io (exp(qV/kT)-l), (4-7) 

where I, is the total current produced by photon excitation, V is the 

Junction voltage, and I is the load current. We shall use this equation 

as the starting point for the analysis of the effect of the recombination 

currents on the optimum energy gaps and on the conversion efficiency. 

Eq. (4-6) and (4-7) are derived from generation and recombination rates 

in Section 4.1.3.2. 

In the next section the dependence of I on the energy 

gap will be considered, and calculations of efficiency as a function 

of E will be presented.  In the following section evidence will be given 

to indicate that the recombination currents as expressed in Eq. (4-7) are 

the result of radiative recombinations only, and that consideration of 
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Li 

D non-radiative recombinations results in much lower values for the efficiency 

and a shift in the optimum energy gaps toward higher values, 

4,1.3,1 Diode Currents Resulting Only From Radiative 
Recombinations 

We begin with Eq, (4-7) and assume, for the present, 

that the diode current shunted through the internal impedance results from 

radiative recombinations. 

I - II - I0 (exp(qV/kT)-l), (4-7) 

In the range of V of interest, namely near maximum power, exp(qV/kT)»l, 

therefore we may write 

(4-8) 

D 
(] 

0 
Ü 

I - II - I0 exp (qV/kT), 

The power delivered to the load is 

P « IV - V [L - Io exp (qV/kT)l (4-9) 

LI 
For maximum power, 

d(IV) - IdV + Vdl - 0 (4-10) 

II   ' 
U §■-?• <*•") 

But from Eq,   (4-8) 

dV ' " kT2 eXp (<lV/kT>- (4-12> 

Ü 

D 
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Hquating the rl8ht hand 8ide8 of E^  ^ ^ 

value of I fro« Bq#   (4-8), we have * the 

g «xp (qV/kT) - r - exp (qV/kT) gM ,„ 

or 

(1 * qV/kT) exp (qVAT) r g exp (qV/kT) : ^ . 
(4-14) 

Then 

(4-15) 

As a first approximation, let ^ - i„ it   fl^ . 
get ' kT      ln io    «d ineert Into Bq.   (4-15)  to 

^= : In -^   - Inln -^    . 
T lC *i (4-16) 

With the aid of Eq# (4-16) the load 
current can now be written as 

I - W0 exp (qv/kT) . ^ . .A,^ 

-1, r i   i 
L     ^Wj' ^-i7) 

Now the power, P, i8 equal to IV, and using Eq (4.17) for T  „ u :r.Mtlon. of.,.. (4.15) „, (,w) 11-;---- ;: 

p-iv.M ^mi 

(4-18) 
—• o 
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The result of the foregoing approximations Is simply the product of the 

open-clrcult-voltage and short-circuit-current of the device, and as such 

is not sufficiently accurate for numerical calculations of the efficiency. 

However, Bq, (4-18) serves to illustrate the strong dependence of the power 

output of the device, and hence the efficiency, on the reverse saturation 

current I • 
o 

A relationship relating the reverse saturation 

current to the intrinsic carrier concentration, and therefore E , has been 
14 8   " 

derived by Shockley,  and may be written as 

I - kT( 
r |_ n p    P n J 

where 

n. ■ intrinsic carrier concentration 

0*   ■ conductivity of n-type material 
n 

C   • conductivity of p-type material 

L - diffusion length for electrons in p-region 

L « diffusion length for holes in n-region 

//  - electron mobility 

//f   - hole mobility 

q ■ magnitude of electronic charge 

and kT has the usual meaning, Eq, (4-19) may be put in several different 

forms by Introducing the mobility ratio 

'4H 
and making use of the fact that the Intrinsic conductivity {f..  Is given by 

#1 - q^/p^d + b), 
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Thus, In terms of the intrinsic conductivity. 

I - 
o 

kT      b     r 1_ 
"P n 

(4-20) 

The dependence of the optimum energy gsps on I 

can now be introduced, since the square of the intrinsic carrier 

concentration, which appears in Eq. (4-19) has been shown  to be 

3 2 - A /2nkT\ (m  m ^3/2 a   -Ea/kT 
n p 

(4-21) 

where h ■ Planck's constant, and m and m are the electron and hole n p 
effective masses, respectively.    Thus, Eq,   (4-19) may be written 

■r^i&'Ml'i1?)'w'"l 
-EjkT 

. 8 (4-22) 

This expression may be used to compute I for various semiconducting 

materials, but since the values of the various parameters are not known 

for all materials, and since we are concerned primarily with the 

dependence on the energy gap, we shall assume, perhaps unrealistically, that 

except for E , the parameters can be taken as equal for all materials. 

With this assumption, the actual numerical 

work can be simplified by again making use of Eq. (4-21). We may 

write Eq. (4-22) as 

y     L  n P PnJ0g 

-E /kT 

7kT 
--'silicon 

(4-23) 

where, for the purpose of numerical calculations, all parameters enclosed 

within the brackets are taken to be those of silicon. Such calculations 
4 

have been made for a single cell by Loferski, who made use of the fact 

that in a given material at a given temperature, the product of the 
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electron and hole concentrations la equal to the square of the Intrinsic 

concentration, and also the fact that 

* 
to write Eq, (4-20) as 

I - 
o ^7rh?fe+*:> ("^H>) 

(1 +b) 
2  kt ^n+^o) L^p *A i^i %Vut*i* w 

1/2 A factor exp(-E /2kT) can be taken out of each of (N N )   and {T.  to. 
g p n        i 

arrive at the same exponential dependence of I on E as In Eq, (4-23) 

above. We shall write the saturation current given In Eq, (4-23) as 

I «Aexp(-E /kT) 
o       g 

(4-25) 

Numerical calculations based on this dependence 

of I have been carried out In the manner described In Ref, 4. but for the 
o ' 

case of a composite cell arranged as In Fig, 1,  The value of the coefficient 
8 2 

A In Eq, (4-25) was computed to be 0,825 x 10 amperes/cm .  In calculating the 

light-generated current, L (see Eq, (4-7) the Incident photon density on 

each cell was reduced by five percent from the value It would have If the 

dlchrolc mirror Introduced no losses, l«e,. It was assumed that the 

dlchrolc separates the incident beam in an abrupt step fashion, but has 

95 percent transmission at the longer wavelengths and 95 percent reflection 

at the shorter wavelengths.  This permits a reasonable comparison of the 

resulting efficiency with the data in the literature pertaining to single 

Note that as a result of a printer* s error the factor 0". in Eq. (4-24) 

has been omitted in Eqs, (9) and (10) of Ref. 4. 
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0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
Energy Gap, E ,  (Electron Volts) 

FIG. 4.  EFFICIENCY CONTOURS FOR COMPOSITE CELL AS A FUNCTION OF ENERGY 
GAPS; NO NON-RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION.  I - A exp (-E /kT). 
Percent efficiency is given on each curve. g 
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Is the energy gap of the lower gap cell, E . Curvet of conitant efficiency 

*-* are plotted, the numerical value of the efficiency being given on each curve 
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cells. It was also taken that the separation of the Incident bean by the 

dlchrolc occurs at the wavelength corresponding to E , so that all radiation 
82 

of h^>E  Is reflected to the cell of bend gap E , 
82 82 

Reflection losses at the surfaces of the two cells 

were neglected, since.these are not expected to affect the position of the 

optimum energy gaps. To simplify the calculations, the assumption of Section 

4,x,2, namely Chat the curve of Fig, 3 could be approximated by two straight 

lines, was retained. The air mass was taken to be sero, and the Incident 
2 

solar power 135 mw/cm , 

The results for this case are plotted In Fig, 4, 

The ordlnate Is the energy gap of the higher gap cell, E , and the abclssa 
82 

so that the result may be regarded as a *'contour map«'* The linear 

approximation to Fig, 3 causes the curves to be nearly synnetrlcal ellipses. 

It Is seen that the maximum efficiency occurs for 

E  -1,12 eV and E  "1,67 eV, which should be compared with the values 
81 82 

of 0.73 eV and 1,46 eV obtained In Section 4,1.2 before considering recom- 

bination currents. The optimum values are higher as expected. The maximum 

theoretical efficiency In this case Is about 32.5 percent.  It was found 

that the maximum theoretical efficiency of a single cell, based on the 

same calculations. Is 24,4 percent at about 1,4 eV? thus a significant 

potential efficiency gain Is Indicated for the composite cell. 

The consideration that all photons of h^ >E 
2 

should be directed to the cell of band gap E  causes the contours of 
82 

Fig, 4 to open up In the region where E > E , In this region the cell of 
81   82 
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band gap E  receives no energy which it can absorb, so that the efficiency 

.  81 

contours become straight horizontal lines at the value of E  for which a 
g2 

single cell of band gap E  will give the particular value of efficiency. 
82 

The efficiency contours are closed curves only when the efficiency exceeds 

../ that obtainable in a single cell. For low values of E , the contribution 
81 

■ ' •'•f-j-. '  : ■ • . 

by the cell of band gap E  decreases with E , and the contours again 
81 81 

approach straight lines at the value of E  for which a single cell of 
82 

band gap E  will give the particular value of efficiency. If the 
82 

efficiencies were computed for sufficiently high values of E , such that 
. 82 

the contribution from the high energy gap cell became very small and the 

dichroic mirror did not cut off radiation from the low-energy-gap cell, 

the contours at the top of the map would approach straight vertical lines 

it the value of E  for which a single cell of band gap E  would give the 
81 81 

particular value of efficiency. 

In addition to the optimum energy gaps, the 

curves give information in regard to the pairing of materials, in that the 

optimum E  for any value of E  can be read from Fig. 4. 
82 81 

We shall defer the discussion of non-radiative 

recombinations until Section 4.1.3.2, and consider now the possibility 

of the dependence of I on E being of the form 
0    g 

" I - exp(-E /nkT) (4-26) 

where n is greater than one. A dependence of I on E as in Eq. (4-26) 
o    g 
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4 
was assumed by Loferski (1956), on the basis of Che results of other 

authors. '    In particular. It had been shown that the reverse current 

In silicon p-n Junctions did not saturate as would be expected from the 

Ideal rectifier equation, and furthermore the forward ourrent in germanium 

had been found by Hall to vary more slowly than exp(qV/kT), Hore recent 
18 5 

work ' has served considerably to clarify the nature of the forward and 

reverse currents. This is discussed in the section following, and leads 

to results differing from those obtained on the basis of Eq, (4-26), 

Nevertheless, for the purpose of a comparison with the earlier results for 

a single solar cell, it is felt worthwhile to Include the calculations for 

a composite solar cell based on the I dependence given in Eq. (4-26). 

The composite cell efficiency has been computed 

for this case with n « 2, and the results are shown in Fig, 5. The 

calculations are again for air mass zero, and are the same as those for 

Fig, 4 in all respects except for I , 

There are three points to notice in comparing 

Fig, 5 with Fig, 4. Firstly, the optimum energy gaps have been lowered 

from E  ■ 1,12 eV and E  - 1.67 eV to E  - 0,8 eV and E  - 1,5 eV, 
81 82 81 g2 

Secondly, the maximum efficiency has dropped from 32,5 percent to about 

24.7 percent, and lastly the fall off in efficiency is much less steep 

in Fig, 5 than in Fig, 4, indicating that the choice of the optimum energy 

gaps is not as critical if I ■ exp(-E /2kT). The latter point appears 

as a wider separation between contour lines in Fig. 5, the contours being 

shown for unit steps of efficiency in both cases. The maximum efficiency 

of a single cell for the case where I ■ exp(-E /2kT) was found to be 
o       g 

19.1 percent at E "1,17 eV, compared with the 24,7 percent obtained with 

the composite cell. It should be noticed further that in the region of 

low energy gaps the efficiency is higher in the case where I - exp(-E /2kT) 

than in that where I ■ Aexp(-E /kT), This model may be the least 

satisfactory of those considered and other approaches are given below. 
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4.1,3V2 Diode Current! Reaultlna froa both Radiative and 
Hon-Radlatlvc Recomblnetloni 

The Introduction of the factor n Into the exponent 

In Eq. (4-26) requires that the Shockley predicted coefficient In Bqa. 
2 

(4-22) and (4-23) be arbitrarily set equal to 1.0 aoperes/ea , rather than 
8        2 

approximately 10 anperes/cm . This followa from the fact that In silicon, 

for example, exp(-E /kT)Z 10"  at room temperature, whereas exp(-E /2kT)ri0' 

8     2 
If the value of 10 amp/cm were used for the coefficient In the latter ease, 

the cell efficiency would vanish. From an empirical viewpoint this Is 

satisfactory If It results In a closer fit to the experlawntally observed 
18 facts. However, the more recent work by Sah, et. al.,  permits a more 

definitive analysis; namely. It waa shown that In the case of a p-n 

Junction biased In the reverse direction there Is for bias of several 

kT/q, a component of current flowing In the external circuit given by 

^ . -Io - -Aexp(-Eg/kT) (4-27) 

which Is, except for the sign. Identical with Eqs, (4-23) and (4-25). 

Further, there Is a second current component given by 

-qWni 2 

IQ m   jap—  amps/cm (4-28) 

where   q ■ electronic charge 
W * transition layer width 

n - Intrinsic carrier concentration 

7* ■ minority carrier lifetime, 

and I is a current density, the area of the Junction being omitted from 

the right hand side. The current given in Eq. (4-28) results from the 

fact that in a reversely biased p-n Junction both types of charge carriers 

are swept out of the transition region by the large electric field.in that 

region at an extremely rapid rate. Rapid thermal generation of carriers 
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in the transition region is necessary to replenish those swept out by the 

field. For every pair of carriers thus generated, one electron flows in 

the external circuit, giving rise to the current in Eq, (4-28), 

We need not concern ourselves with the conditions 

of large reverse bias, but it may be pointed out that in this case also 

the space charge or transition layer width, W, appears in the expression 

for I„, the generation current. Failure of the reverse current to saturate 

under large reverse bias in those materials for which IQ^IQ results from 

the fact that in a reversely-biased linearly-graded Junction the space 

charge layer width increases as the 1/3 power of the applied bias. 

We may now briefly review the theory of a p-n 

Junction biased in the forward direction, after which we may proceed to the 

corresponding analysis of solar cell efficiency.  In the forward bias 

condition, there are again two components of current. For small or medium 

values of bias (several kT/q) there is the customary diffusion current 

given by 

^ - Io exp(qV/kT) (4-29) 

where I is given by Eqs, (4-23) or (4-25). For large forward bias, the 

exponential dependence of I becomes exp(qV/2kT).  This occurs, however, 

for biases considerably larger than that for which the recombination 

current, discussed below, assumes such a dependence.  Indeed, in Appendix 

IV of Ref. 18, it was shown that in 1.0 ohm-cm silicon the lowei1 limit of 

bias voltage for this case is 0.75 volts, and minimum current density 
2 

43 amps/cm .  In the case of materials doped to a resistivity level suitable 

for use in solar cells, the minimum value of bias voltage for the 

exp(qV/2kT) dependence of the diffusion current is still higher, and we 

need consider only the case where the diffusion current varies as 

exp(qV/kT), 
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The second component  of current under forward 

bias 1« a non-radiative recombination current, being the reverse process 

of the generation current found in reverse bias. It results from carrier 

recombination at trapping centers within the space charge layer« This 

current may have an exponential dependence given by exp(qV/kT) or 
18 

exp(qV/nkT), depending on the depth of the traps in the forbidden band. 

If the traps are deep, (at or near the intrinsic Fermi level) the 

recombination current varies as exp(qV/nkT), where n is greater than one, 

but slightly less than two. When the traps are shallow (about 10 kT 

from the intrinsic Fermi level) the recombination current varies as 

exp(qV/kT). 

If the forward bias is several kT/q or less, 

the recombination current is larger than the diffusion current, and it 

dominates. The forward current in the case of deep traps and small or 

medium bias will therefore vary considerably more slowly than exp(qV/kT), 

the rate approaching exp(qV/2kT), since the total forward current is the 

sum of the diffusion current I exp(qV/kT) and the recombination current 
o 

I_ oc exp(qV/nkT). For very shallow traps, the recombination current 

varies as exp(qV/kT) and, again for small or medium bias, the exponential 

dependence of the forward current is similarly exp(qV/kT). It should be 

noted that exp(qV/kT) is the maximum rate of variation of the forward 

current.  In the case of large forward bias, the recombination current 

is negligible compared to the diffusion current, and the exponential 

dependence of the forward current depends upon the particular value of 

bias and the doping level of the material. As mentioned previously this 

case need not be considered in a discussion of solar cells. 

We are now in a position to derive an expression 

for the load current delivered by a solar cell considering both radiative 

and non-radiative recombinations.  It will be recalled that an insolated 

solar cell is biased in the forward direction, and we need consider the 

reverse current I , but not the reverse generation current I-, The 

former governs the forward diffusion current; the latter is replaced by 

the forward non-radiative recombination current, L.. 
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It was pointed out In Ref. 5 that an analysis 

of solar cell characteristics should begin by equating the total carrier 

generation rate to the total removal rate, thus: 

8 + C (0) - C (V) + Cm  + I/q. (4-30) 
n     n     r 

- 

Here       S ■ rate of pair generation by Incident sunlight, 

C (0) - non-radlatlve thermal generation rate. Independent of 

the voltage V, 

C (V) ■ non-radlatlve recombination rate, a function of V, 

C (V) - radiative recombination rate, a function of V, 

I/q ■ rate of carrier removal to load. 

It was further suggested, though not shown explicitly, that the effect of 

non-radlatlve recombinations on solar cell performance could be considered 

by Introducing a factor f, where f Is the ratio of the radiative 

recombination rate to the total recombination rate. That this can Indeed 

be done Is shown below. 

The terms In Eq. (4-30) are converted to current 

components by multiplying by the charge q. Thus qS Is the light-generated 

current, which we shall denote as I. „ The product qC (0) Is the non- 
Li n 

radiative thermal generation current, commonly called the reverse 

saturation current, I , and given by Eqs. (4-19), (4-20), or (4-25), 

and qC (V) Is a non-radlatlve recombination current, resulting from 

recombinations in the space charge layer under forward bias as discussed 

above.  The exponential dependence of qC (V) on V Is a function of the 

depth of the recombination levels as previously pointed out. The 

current given by qC (V) is a radiative recombination current, and in 

the discussion of forward biased p-n Junctions it was referred to as 

the diffusion current, I_;  It is given by L « I exp(qV/kT) as in 

Eq, (4-29), We shall hereafter refer to qC (V) as the radiative 

recombination current to distinguish it from that due to non-radiative 

recombinations. The current I is simply the load current delivered by 

the solar cell. 
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i: 
There ere four ceses to consider, as follows: 

Case  I A Solar Cell in Which There are no 
Non-Radiative Recoabinatlona 

In this case C (V) • 0. and we have 
n 

S + Cn(0) - Cr(V) + I/q (4-31) 

or, on multiplying by q: 

W ** *"* * '• <*-«> 
Solving Bq. (4-32) for the load current, I, 

■lt-l0[  .'V/kI - l) • (4-33) 

I 
1. 
i: 

This is the usual equation given for a solar cell, as Eq. (4-7). It is 

noted that non-radiative recombinations are not considered. 

Case II A Forward Biased £-n Junction with no 
Non-Radiative Recombinations 

In this case S ■ 0, C (V) ■ 0, and 

the "load" current changes sign, since it is now delivered to the Junction 

by a bias battery. 

0 
IJ 
IJ 
I 

Cn(0) - Cr(V) - I/q (4-34) 

and on multiplying by q, 

I - 1  e"»V/kT - 1 
o   o 

U or     I-Je^-l). (4-35) 

This is the ideal rectifier equation, and again non-radiative recombinations 

are not considered. 
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The two remaining cases are identical 

except for the inclusion of the non-radiative term. As discussed previously, 

the exponential dependence of the non-radiative recombination current under 

forward bias is a function of the depth of the trap levels, and an explicit 

term cannot be added to Eqs, (4-33) or (4-35) to account for this. 

Furthermore since the forward current is a sum of two currents of differing 

exponential dependence on V, the exponent in the radiative component 

should not arbitrarily be altered to account for the non-radiative term. 

Rather, if we let f be the ratio of the radiative recombination rate to 

the total recombination rate, the non-radiative term can be introduced 

without disturbing the exponential dependence of the other term. Thus: 

C (V) r 
cr(v) + cn(v) ^ 1 (4-36) 

and solving for C (V), 

fC (V) + fC (V) - C (V) 
r      n     r 

C (V) --i C (V) - C (V). (4-37) 
n     i r     r 

Using Eq. (4-37) for C (V), we may consider Cases III and IV. 

Case III A Solar Cellt General Case 

Rewriting Eq, (4-30)s 

S + C (0) - C (V) + C (V) + I/q 
n     n     r 

Substituting Eq. (4-37)J 

S + Cn(0) - i Cr(V) - Cr(V) + Cr(V) + I/q (4-38) 

Cancelling like terms and multiplying by q, 

L + I - 7 I 
L   o  f o I. + I - ^ I eqV/kT + I (4-39) 
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Solving for the load current, I, 

(4-40) 

Eq. (4-40) is an expression for the general case. It must be understood 

that V and f are not independent of each other. The factor f explains the 

low value of open-circuit-voltage found in poor solar cells, as can be 

seen by setting 1*0 and solving for V .  Thus, if we assume -r exp (qV/kT)»l#0, 

fIL 
V  - — In -r^ (4-41) 
oc   q    I n     o 

In the ideal case of no non-radiative recombinations, f ■ 1.0, and V 

0 

0 
[I 

u 
I] 

oc 

is a maximum. Non-radiative recombinations may reduce f to extremely 

small values and thereby limit the value of V . 

Case IV A Forward Biased £-n Junctions General Case 

As in Case II, S - 0, and I/q changes 

sign. 

Cn(0) - Cn(V) + Cr(V) - I/q (4-42) 

Again using Eq. (4-37) 

C (0) - ^ C (V) + C (V) - C (V) - I/q 
n    frrr 

1 - i 1 e'^1 - 1 (4-43) 
ore 

and     I - I0 (l e
qV/kT - l) . (4-44) 

j Eqs. (4-33), (4-35), (4-40), and 

(4-44) explain the forward biased p-n junction characteristics satisfactorily. 

The failure of the reverse current to saturate may be explained by sufficiently 
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small values of f, but this Is better considered through the nature of the 

generation current under reverse bias, and the space charge layer width. 

Eq. (4-40) for the general case of a 

solar cell nay be employed to calculate the cell efficiency as a function 

of B ,  The procedure for a composite cell Is the same as that used In 

obtaining Fig. 4, except for the Introduction of the factor f. The dependence 

of the reverse current, or non-radiative thermal generation current I , Is 

again taken to be exp(-E /kT). Calculations were made for values of 
.3   .5       £ 

f of 10 ,10 , and 10 , the latter being an extreme case. The same 

p-n Junction parameter values were used as In determining Fig. 4.  (Flg.- 4 

represents f ■ 1.0). 

k-3 10 The efficiency contours for f 

, 7, and 8, respectively, and 

results are summarized In Table I, which Includes Fig, 4 with f » 1.0, 

10 , and 10  are given In Figs. 6, 7, and 8, respectively, and the 

TABLE I. 

The Dependence of Cell Efficiency and Optimum Band-Gaps 
on Recombination Currents. 

Pig. No. £ Max. Eff. 

Composite Cell 

Optimum Gaps Max. Eff. 

Single Cell E 
81 

E 
82 

4 

6 

7 

8 

1.0 

10-3 

10-* 

10-9 

32,5^ 

25.5 

19.8 

14.1 

1.12 eV 

1.24 

1.37 

1.48 

1.67 eV 

1.72 

1.78 

1.84 

24.4% at 1.4 eV 

19.4 at 1,45 

14.9 at 1.54 

10.8 at 1.65 

It may be observed that as the fraction 

of non-radiative recombination Increases, causing f to decrease, the 
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FIG. 6  EFFICIENCY CONTOURS FOR COMPOSITE CELL AS A FUNCTION OF 

ENERGY GAPS,  f - 10"3. 
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efficiency of the composite cell ia reduced. Further, the optimum energy 

gapa are ahifted to higher values. Thh latter reoult ia to be contrasted 

with that of Fig. 51 where 1t wao indicated that lower energy gaps were 

deairable on the baoh of the aeaumption that 1
0 

• exp(-E/2kT). The 

maximum efficiency of a aingle aolar cell ia alao included 1n Table I, 

with the correaponcling energy gap, 1n order that a compariaon may be 

drawn between the efficiency of compoaite cello and lingle cells. It 1o 

oeen that the compoaite cell efficiency h dgnificantly higher. 

Another obaervation to be made from 

Figa. 4 1 61 71 and 8 is that the rate of fall off in efficiency becomeo 

IBOre rapid in the lov energy gap range aa f ia reduced, leaving the 

choice of the optiam energy gapa aa critical ao in the caae with no 
-9 

non-radiative recomb1nat1ona. For the extrellll! cue of f • 10 , the fall 

off in efficiency -~t low values of E ia exceedingly severe. I~ no 
g 

caae does the efficiency for a given pair of valueo E and E and a 
gl g2 

given value of f exceed that for the aame values of ! and E and a 
gl g2 

amaller value of f. 

On the baoh of the foregoing analysis 

of the efficiency aa a function of energy gap and recombination currents, 

we may conclude that the optimum energy gaps in the ideal case are 

1.12 eV sncl 1.67 eV 1 and that theae valuea increase 1f the ideal situation 

is not realized. In all cases the efficiency of a reflective composite. 

oolar cell 1a approximately 1.3 times that of a single cell when the 

optimum energy gaps are chosen and other parameters are considered 

fixed. Further, it become a obvious that it io essential to avoid deep 

trapping levels within the forbidden zone if high efficiency solar 

cella, aingle gap or composite, are to be made. 
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4,1,4 The Optimum Junction Depth, and the Effect of Dlffuted 
Layer Resistance on Cell Performance 

It was shown In Appendix A of the First Semiannual 
9 

Report, that the component of current generated by the Incident solar 

radiation and reaching the Junction could be written 

2 

0 ^ 
0 ~ 
Ü 

D 

(4-45) 

Eq. (4-45) does not Include space-charge-layer recombination or thermal 

generation currents.  It was derived for the case of a solar cell with a 

p-type base layer and an n-type surface layer, the p-n Junction being at 

a depth W beneath the surface, N Is the number of Incident photons per 
n o 

unit area per unit time, <X Is the absorption constant of the material, 

and L and L are the minority carrier diffusion lengths. 

In deriving Eq, (4-45) It was assumed that the Junction 

depth, W , was much smaller than the diffusion length of a hole In the 

n-type surface layer. I.e., W «L , The first term In the equation 

Is the contribution from the p-type base layer, the second Is the 

contribution from the surface layer. As a check on Eq, (4-45), it may 

be noticed that as the diffusion lengths become very large (all carriers 

generated reach the Junction) the light-generated current becomes qN . 
o 

as it should. 

The values of oC , L , and L which are physically 

realizable In semiconductor materials are such that IT is always less 

than qN , and It can be seen from Eq, (4-45) that it is desirable 

to have W small.  In fact, in addition to the original assumption 

that W <<L , it is desirable to have W <.   1/oC   so that the average n        p n a 

photon penetration will be to a depth greater than W ,    An increase 

in flC requires that W    be further reduced. 
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It is apparent then that the collection of the maximum 

number of photon-excited carriers requires a shallow Junction depth, 

and Indeed the diffusion lengths and absorption constants In semiconductor 

materials limit W to a few microns. A conflicting requirement Is 

Imposed upon W by the fact that the sheet resistance of the thin surface 

layer appears In series with the external load, causing some of the 

light-generated electrical power to be lost as Joule heating In the 

surface layer. This loss can be kept to a minimum only by making W 

large, or through the use of special contact configurations. 

A determination of the optimum Junction depth requires 

a correlation of the variation of Junction photocurrent L as a function 

of Junction depth with the power lost In the effective diffused layer 

resistance. When the series resistance Is considered, the power 

delivered to the load Is given by 

P - (V - IR8) I. 

The maximum power occurs when 

(4-46) 

dP - 0 - Vdl + IdV - 2IR dl 

or 

dl m I 
dV  ~ V - 2IR 

£ 

Using the expression 

(4-47) 

L   o I f 
exp(qV/kT) 

-) 
(4-48) 

and following the procedure of Eqs, (4-8) to (4-18), it can readily be 

shown that the maximum power is given approximately by 

fl, 
(4-49) 

p   rkT       L   2R 

max   q L    I    L n       o 
s 
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To correlate this expression with that for L, let It be assumed 

that the cell series resistance R Is Inversely proportional to the 

Junction depth. W , Then, as W Increases. R will decrease but 2 8 
' n n s 

pointed out above, the current L will also decrease. Thus there 

will be an optimum value of the Junction depth for maximum power 

output. 

The equation for the Junction photocurrent Is much too 

unwieldy to permit a straightforward optimization, but it is possible 

to make approximations which lead to useful results. In particular, 

it can be shown that the Junction photocurrent is given approximately 

by 

L Z Aexp(-W /L ) (4-50) 
u n p 

where A is a constant, or at most very slowly varying. If we assume 

further that W is of the same order of magnitude as L , then Eq. (4-50) 

can be approximated as 

A L 

^-V •         (4-51> 
n 

Substituting this value of I    into Eq.   (4-49)  for 

the power output of a cell, 

MAL c     /A L 
Pmax '    eW        " W~    I eW     ' (4-52) 

n n     \     n 

where 

kT fIL 
n o 

and the parameter C » R W    relates the series resistance of the cell 

to the Junction depth.    C is a function of the shape of the cell and 
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of the contact configuration.     Treating M as a constant in maximizing 

Eq.   (4-52),  the maximum occurs when 

L     MeL  I 
P V    P/ 

1/2 
(4-53) 

-4 
Typical values of the parameters in a good silicon call are C ■ 5 x 10 

.-2             . .'   . -3 
ohm-cm, A ■ 5 x 10  amperes, M cm. For 0.5 volts, and L - 10 

p 

these values W /L is about 3.2, or the optimum Junction depth is 

approximately 0.2 diffusion lengths or 2,0 microns. 

Inserting Eq. (4-53) for the Junction depth into 

Eq, (4-52), one obtains for the maximum power: 

'j^AL 
„ 2 JL 

max eC (4-54) 

This equation suggests that, for the values of the parameters used 

above, a silicon cell should produce about 30 mw/cm output power.  This 

corresponds to an efficiency of 21 percent, surely optimistic but near 

enough to the experimentally determined values to confirm the validity 

of the approximations used. 

Finally, from Eq. (4-54), it is seen that the maximum 

power varies as the 3/2 power of M, where 

M 
kT    , —   In 

q 

fl. 

Since I ■ I    exp(~E /kT) we may write 
« g 

M-~ In U^exp (Eg/kT) 

- —    In -~   + E /kT 
^L      'F *    J 

(4-55) 

(4-56) 

(4-57) 
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'!berefore it aay be eat bated· that the. II&Xisa powr variea approxbately 

u tba 3/2 powr of lg' 

'!bia re1111lt will cmaa the valuea of the optlsa energy 

aapa I.D a COIIPOiite c.ll to be -whet htpr 1f the I.D tarnal aertea 

reliatence ta appreciable, For exaople, 1t wu allow I.D Sectiaa 4,1,2 

that, oa the baaia of apectral efficiency aaly, the optiaum energy aapa 

were O. 73 eV ad 1,46 eV, Followin& the •- procedure ea in Section 

4,1,2, it can be ahown that it ia deairable to uxilli1e 

1 3/2 
11 ( 

1! - I ) +I! 
312 12,2 • I \, 

s2 11 s2 \ s-J 
(4-58) 

'!be equetiona for a aaxlsa are readily found to be 

1 s s 1/2 - J. I! 3/2 - 0 J 
2&2't 2&1 

I 3/2 + 3.3 I 1/2 - J. I 3/2 • 0 
It g2 2 g2 

(4-59) 

for which I • 0.95 eV and I! • 1, 6 eV, 
11 12 

We may conclude that the conaideration of the effect 

of junctioa depth on the .li&ht-gene.rated c011ponent of the junction 

current ~d on the internal aeriea reaiatance of the cell requirea that the 

junction depth be approxwtely one-fourth of the minority carrier 

diffuaion length if the output power 1a to be a maximum, Further, the 

reduction ill load val tage cauaed by the internal aeriea reaiatance 

of the cell ahifta the optimum energy aapa to aomewhat greater valuea, 
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4,2 lxperilllental Develol?!l!nt .2£.!!!!. CO!!!oaite Solar lnergy 
Converter 

4,2,1 Selection .2£ llateriala 

The forego ins IIDalyaia of COIIpoai te eneray gap aolar 

cella on the balia of apectral efficiency,. reca.bination-generatlon 

currenta, and electrical converaion efficiency baa predicted the 

optt.. eneray aapa for the two aeaiconducting uteriala to be uaed in 

a tvo•ele.ent c011poai te cell, It wu ahown that for the ideal caae of 

no non-radiative recoabinationa the optiaa eneray gape are approxiutely 

1,1 eV and 1,6 eV, It ia clear that the valuea of the two eneray sapo 
are -tually dependent, 

Given the valuea of the eneray sapa, the choice of 

uteriah then beco.ea atrictly limited, and it 1a apparent that 

ailicon, in ita advanced atate of develop~~ent, 1a the firat choice 

for the lower energy sap component of the COIIpOaite cell, 

Two uteriala were conaidered for the hiper aneray 

gap component of the compoaite cell, namely aluminum antimonide and 

cadmium aelenide, The firat of theae materiala, AlSb
1 

baa an eneray 

sap of 1,57 eV, 
6 

while the aame property in CdSe ia found to be 
l, 72 eV, 19 

It waa decided to attempt to grow both AlSb and CdSe 

in aingle cryatal form with moat of th.e effort being directed toward 

the preparation of the aluminum antimonide, 'lbere -were two rea•on• 

for emphaaizing AlSb, rather than CdSe, In the firat inotance, AlSb 

1a more amenable to conventional Czochralaki growth technique a 
1 

whereao CdSe, aince it oublimeo, muat be grown eitb,er by vapor phase 

techniquea or under high preaaurea, Secondly 
1 

the available data on 

CdSe indicate that junction formation in thia material 1a more difficult 

than in the case of AlSb, Thuo Shilliday, et, al,
1 

20 did not obaerve 

p-type conductivity in CdSe when the aame impuritiea were uaed ao had 

been employed in .doping Cdre to p-type, The activation energieo of 
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p-type Impurities In CdTe are In the range 0,2 to 0,6 eV, and the 

failure to observe p-type conductivity In CdSe might be explained 

by the high Impurity activation energies which are probably Involved, 

For these reasons It was decided to concentrate most 

of the experimental effort on AlSb, Replies to Inquiries directed 

to outside vendors Indicated that no single crystal AlSb with proper 

resistivity and mobility values for solar cell fabrication was commercially 

available, and the preparation of the material was undertaken In these 

laboratories. This Is discussed In Section 4,2.2 below, while CdSe 

Is discussed In Section 4.2.3. 
■ 

4.2.2 Preparation of Aluminum Antlmonlde 

The relatively slow development of device-quality 

compound semiconductors can be attributed to the difficulty of 

purifying the constituent elements or the compounds themselves.  In 
21 22 

the case of AlSb several Investigators  '   have produced material 

of high resistivity by means of compensation, but although this 

provides useful optical samples, the carrier mobilities are Invariably 

low. 

23 
Allred, et, al.,  have found that the major p-type 

Impurity In AlSb can be reduced by the relatively simple procedure 

of vacuum-baking the aluminum prior to forming the compound.  By 

this method they produced material with mobilities as high as 
2 16  3 

400 cm /v-sec and carrier concentrations of the order of 10 /cm . 

This approach was adopted in these laboratories and polycrystalline 

ingots of AlSb were grown by the Czochralski method in a modified 

vacuum furnace described below. 

4.2.2.1 Crystal Pulling Furnace 

The furnace, shown diagrammatically in 

Fig. 9, consists essentially of a water-cooled stainless steel 

bell-Jar (a) with a tantalum heating element (b) centrally positioned 
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FIG.   9      DIAGRAM OF CZOCHRALSKI PULLING FURNACE 
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under the stainless seed holder (c). Two viewing ports (d) in the 

wall of the bell-Jar permitted full observation of the growing 

crystal. An alundum crucible (e) was used, and a thermocouple (f) 

was positioned at the bottom center of the crucible. Two tantalum 

radiation shields (g) were employed to reduce the heat losses. 

Argon, used as a cover gas in growing the 

AlSb, was admitted through an inlet (not shown) in the base plate (h). 

The electrical feed-throughs (i) were of stainless steel. 

It was necessary to avoid opening the system 

to add the antimony after the vacuum-baking of the aluminum, and a 

second stainless steel rod (J) was inserted through a vacuum seal in 

the top of the bell-Jar to satisfy this requirement. This rod, which 

could be hand rotated, has a stainless extension ring affixed to its 

lower end, and an alundum filter cone (k) rests in the ring and holds 

the antimony during the heat treatment of the aluminum. The vertex 

of the alundum cone was ground away to provide a hole through which 

the antimony could flow when molten. 

The seed holder was raised or lowered at 

varying rates with two variable speed D.C. motors (1) and associated 

gearboxes situated above the bell-Jar, These operate on a lead screw 

to achieve the vertical motion. Similarly, a variable speed D.C. 

motor <m) and reduction gearbox provided for rotation of the seed 

holder, A 1Iquld-nitrogen trapped oil diffusion pump (n) enabled 

a vacuum of 3 x 10  mm Hg to be attained.  The apparatus is shown 

pictorlally in Fig, 10, 

4.2.2,2 Starting Materials 

Semiconductor grade antimony was acquired 

from Ohio Semiconductors, Inc., and this was used without further 

purification. High purity aluminum, however, is not readily obtain- 

able, and the highest purity material available from Aluminum 

Corporation of America was used. 
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The aluminum as received from ALCOA contained 

significant amounts of both oxygen and magnesium, the latter being an 

acceptor in AlSb. Since the vapor pressure of magnesium Is considerably 

higher than that of aluminum, 300 mm compared to one micron at 1000 C, 

It Is possible to remove the magnesium by heat-treatment In vacuum at 

1000 C for 20 hours. Both aluminum and antimony were etched to remove 

oxide layers from their surfaces prior to weighing, A solution of 

95 percent phosphoric acid and 5 percent nitric acid was found satisfactory 

for etching the aluminum, and the antimony was etched In CP-4, 

4.2.2.3 Crystal Growth 

Sufficient quantities of aluminum and 

antimony to form an Ingot of approximately 160 grams were carefully 

weighed In stolchlometrlc proportion on an analytical balance.  The 

aluminum was placed In the alundum crucible, and the antimony In 

the alundum cone, after which the system was closed and evacuated to 
-4 

a pressure of 10  mm Hg.  The cone bearing the antimony was rotated 

out of the hot zone, to remain In contact with the water-cooled 

steel wall of the bell-Jar during the heat-treatment of the aluminum. 

The temperature was then raised to 1000 C, 

and upon melting, a dull layer of foreign material appeared on the 

surface of the molten aluminum.  It was Initially believed, following 
23 

Allred, et. al.,  that this layer was composed chiefly of A1.0.. 

This statement Is open to question however, since the oxide. If It 

were Initially distributed throughout the aluminum, should sink to 

the bottom on melting, being more dense. Aluminum forms a series of 

complex oxides of low density in combination with hydrogen and carbon, 

and one or more of these may be present In the floating surface layer. 

Whatever the contaminant. It Is successfully removed from the surface 

of the melt by continued heat-treatment In vacuum for 20 hours, after 

which time the surface appears very bright and clean, free of the 

nucleation centers which would prevent single crystal growth.  The 
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mechanism by which the surface layer Is removed is not understood; 

if a complex oxide is involved it may decompose, the volatile 

constituents being driven off. Close observation seems to support 

this view, in that the later stages of the heat-treatment are characterized 

by a drifting of the remaining scum toward the crucible wall, where 

the contaminant then appears to sink. This observation is difficult 

to carry out, however. 

As mentioned previously, the volatile 

magnesium is also removed from the aluminum melt by the heat-treatment, 

and upon completion of this process the vacuum valves were closed and 

argon admitted to the system to a pressure Just below one atmosphere. 

This pressure is required to prevent loss of the high-vapor-pressure 

antimony.  The stainless steel ring supporting the antimony-bearing 

cone was then rotated until the cone was immediately above the 

crucible. The antimony (melting point 530oC) melted readily and 

flowed through the hole at the vertex of the cone into the molten 

aluminum.  The temperature was raised to 1065 C, five degrees above 

the melting point of AlSb. A period of two hours was allowed for the 

reaction to take place and equilibrium to be attained.; 

Since an AlSb seed was not available the 

initial attempts were made with a quartz tube, 2 mm bore, inserted 

in the seed holder. The quartz tube was wetted by the AlSb when lowered 

into the melt, and capillary action forced the molten AlSb up the 

tube.  It was hoped that the AlSb would freeze out in the capillary as 

a single crystal, but the results were invariably polycrystalline. 

It has since been learned that some difficulty is encountered when 

an AlSb seed is used, in that the seed becomes coated with an oxide 

layer during the heat-treatment of the aluminum.  This results in 

nucleation centers which prevent the initiation of single crystal 

growth. 
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A seed was fabricated from AUC graphite In 

the hope of circumventing these difficulties. Oxide layers did not 

form on the graphite seed, and It was found that the surface of the 

melt remained much cleaner when the graphite was lowered Into It 

than when a quartz tube was used. To Insure adhesion of the AlSb 

to the graphite seed, two narrow circumferential grooves were machined 

In' the tip of the seed.  It was not expected that the Initial growth 

would be monocrystalllne; the simple process of necking down was 

employed In attempts to achieve single crystal growth, 

A rotation rate from 8 to 12 RPM was used, 

and pulling rates of one Inch per hour. All of the Ingots grown 

during the contract were polycrystalllne, and It was found that 

the material tends to twin frequently during growth. Sufficient 

progress toward single crystal Ingots In the proper resistivity 

range to warrant solar cell fabrication was not achieved. Resistivities 

were In the range from ,002 ohm-cm to lower values, too low for solar 

cells. The material as grown was Invariably p-type, the residual 

Impurity of Importance probably being magnesium, 

4,2,3 Cadmium Selenlde 

In accord with the Intention to Investigate cadmium 

selenlde as a possible material for the higher-energy-gap component 

of the composite solar cell, a furnace was constructed for the 

growth of single crystals of this material. The method adopted for 
24 

crystal growth was that used previously by Hammond  of Harshaw 

Chemical Co. and Shlozawa of Clevite Research Laboratories.  In this 

method a pre-doped and sintered slug of CdSe Is ground with a mortar 

and pestle and placed inthe Inner quartz tube of the growth furnace. 

The latter Is shown diagrammatically In Fig. 11.  One end of the 

charge extends to within four inches of the seed plate, and the 

other end Is backed with a quartz wool plug, A second quartz wool 

plug is used at the open end of the tube to prevent back diffusion 
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of the CdSe vapors. The seed plate, fused to the tube. Is polished 

quartz. 

A two-hole rubber stopper is Inserted into one end 

of the outer alundum protection tube, the other end of which Is 

' closed. One outlet through the stopper leads to a nanometer, and the 

other to a nitrogen supply and roughing punp.  The system Is evacuated 

and flushed with nitrogen several times, and finally filled with 

nitrogen and sealed. 

The temperature Is raised until the central hot zone 

of the furnace is above the temperature required for sublimation 

of the CdSe, and the expanding nitrogen gas escapes through the 

manometer. The tube is positioned so that the seed plate temperature 

is Just low enough to permit condensation of the CdSe.  The initial 

material deposited in this process is polycrystalline, but when 

allowed to continue three to four days, large crystals are obtained 

at the tail of the ingot. 

The central heating chamber of the furnace was cast 

from "Super Fumas-Crete1' refractory castable cement. Six silicon 

carbide heating elements, 38" in length and 3/4" in diameter, with 

an active heating zone 18" in length, were used as a heat source. 

The six elements were connected in a series-parallel circuit, two 

elements in each of three parallel branches. Two grades of firebrick 

were used for thermal insulation, refractory brick being used in the 

high-temperature region adjacent to the heating chamber, and a more 

insulating brick being used in the outer layer. 

Operating temperatures of the furnace are in the 

range from 800 to 1400 C, and power comsumption is 7.5 kilowatts. 

Temperature control is achieved by means of avLeeds-Northrup 

Speedomax H C.A.T. temperature controller, magnetic amplifier, and 

saturable reactor. 
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Delays (3 1/2 months) In the delivery of the control 

equipment and alundum tube, plus the fact that most of the effort 

was directed toward the development of aluminum antlmonlde, precluded 

experimental work on CdSe. 

4,2,4 Experimental Investigation of a Composite CdS-Sl 
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Converter 

It was shown theoretically In the First Semiannual 
9 

Report that cadmium sulflde Is not one of the two Ideal materials 

for a two-element composite solar cell. Nevertheless, the availability 

of CdS solar cells warranted an experimental determination of the 

power output of a CdS-Sl composite cell compared with that of a SI 

cell alone, and these measurements serve to verify the theoretical 

conclusion. The CdS cell employed In the experiments was one of 

two obtained from the Eagle-Plcher Laboratories through the courtesy 

of W. E. Medcalf of that organization and D. 0, Reynolds of WAOO. 
2 

It has an effective area of one cm , The SI cell was putchased from 
2 

the Hoffman Semiconductor Division and is approximately two cm 

in area. 

4.2.4.1 Current-Voltage Characteristics of CdS 
and Si Cells 

Preliminary measurements of the current» 

voltage characteristics of the CdS and Si cells were made Indoors 

-using a tungsten light source and a water filter. Measurements 

were subsequently taken outdoors, and these are described in detail 

below. 

On 23 January 1960 the sky in the Pasadena 

area was unclouded, the atmosphere was clear of smog, and it appeared 

that weather conditions were almost ideal for solar cell measurements 

in sunlight. At noon the incident solar power, measured with an 
2 

Eppley pyrhellometer, was 88.5 mw/cm ,  This measurement was made 
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with a blackened colllmatlng tube mounted over the pyrhellometer 

to eliminate off-axis radiation. 

Repeated measurements of the incident solar 

power over a period of one hour showed only a slight change, and 

during this interval the I-V characteristics of the CdS and Si cells 

were recorded with a Moseley x-y recorder.  The results are shown 

in Pig. 12. 

The curves were recorded in a manner which 

serves to provide information regarding the maximum power which can 

be obtained from the CdS or Si cells independently, and that which 

might be obtained from the two cells in a composite reflection-type 

cell.  It will be recalled that a reflection-type cell is one wherein 

the two elements are mounted at right angles to each other, with 

a dichroic mirror interposed between the two at an angle of 45 , 

as indicated in Fig. 1. Numerical calculations given in Ref. 9 

serve to indicate that the reflection-type cell is more efficient 

than the stacked or layered configuration. 

The upper curve in Fig. 12 is the I-V 

characteristic of the Si cell alone, with the solar energy normally 

incident. The corresponding curve for the CdS cell is labelled 

"CdS direct incidence."  To obtain the I-V characteristics of the 

two cells under the conditions of composite reflection-cell operation, 

the dichroic mirror was placed in front of the Si cell at an angle 

of 45 to the plane of the cell, and the I-V characteristic recorded- - 

under the conditions of selective transmission of the mirror.  The 

light reflected by the mirror was normally incident on the CdS cell, 

the characteristic of the latter also being recorded. Electrical 

connection was not made to the two cells simultaneously; rather, the 

measurements were independent. 
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RECORDED AT PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 
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FIG.   12      CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF CdS AND 

SI SOLAR CELLS. 
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Since the measurements taken in conjunction 

with the dichroic mirror are independent, a single current-voltage 

characteristic for a composite cell is not shown. However, the curves 

labeled "dichroic interposed," Fig, 12,  allow a determination to 

be made of the maximum power which can be obtained from each of the 

two cells under the conditions of composite cell operation. The 

maximum power points are indicated on each of the four characteristics, 

and the calculated values are given in Table II, It should be remembered 
2 2 

that the Si cell is two cm in area, while the CdS cell is but one cm , 
2 

The results in Table II are normalized to an area of two cm , 

TABLE   II 

Maximum Power 

Si cell 14,4 milliwatts 

CdS cell 7.5    " 

Si cell, composite operation 11,4    '* 

CdS cell, composite operation 2,4    " 

The composite cell, if the two elements 

were connected in parallel, would give an output of less than 

13.8 mw since the open circuit voltages and internal impedances of 

the CdS and Si elements are unlike. Circulating currents would reduce 

the available power from the value indicated by a simple summation 

of the Independent measurements. Moreover, even independent use 

of the two elements permits a total maximum power of only 13.8 mw, 

which must be compared with the 14.4 mw obtainable from the Si 

element alone when the latter is used without a dichroic mirror 

In the path of the radiation. Clearly, this composite cell compares 

unfavorably with Si solar cells. 
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The dichrolc mirror used in these experiments 

is that described in Ref. 9. Its optical characteristics are given 

in Fig, 13, In view of the fact that the photovoltaic response of 
24 

CdS occurs largely in the spectral region beyond the cutoff wavelength, 

the dichrolc mirror used does not split the incident light beam at the 

optimum wavelength. From the standpoint of increasing the output 

of the CdS cell, it would be better to utilize a mirror which would 

split the beam at a somewhat longer wavelength, perhaps 0,9 microns. 

But this would seriously reduce the output of the Si cell. The 

difficulty here lies in the fact that the CdS behaves much as a cell 

with a band separation of 1.3 eV. This is much too close to the 

energy gap of Si to permit employing these two materials in a 

composite cell. On the other hand, the intrinsic gap of CdS, 

2,4 eV, is too high. 

In considering the directions which future 

experimentation should follow, it should be pointed out that the 

CdS cell used in this experiment is one of the most efficient 

fabricated to date. When used without a collimating tube, this 

cell gave a conversion efficiency of 5.0 percent. The silicon solar 

cell efficiency is approximately 11,0 percent. Because of the results 

of the theoretical analysis, namely that the optimum energy gaps are 

1.1 and 1.6 eV, and the result of the above experiment, no further 

work with CdS was carried on. 
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5.  CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of composite energy gap solar cells on the basis 

of spectral efficiency, saturation current, and recombination current 

has predicted the optimum energy gap semiconductor materials to be 

used in such cells.  In the case where non-radiative recombinations in 

the space charge layer are kept to a minimum, the optimum energy gaps 

are approximately 1.1 electron volts and 1.65 electron volts. These 

values become somewhat higher if the fraction of non-radiative 

recombinations is large, being approximately 1,5 eV and 1.85 eV in 

the extreme case. 

According to the analysis, the maximum efficiency which may be 

expected from a composite cell is 32.5 percent, and this may be 

compared with the maximum of 24.5 percent expected from a single solar 

cell on the same analysis. These figures are for the ideal case of 

nq non-radiative recombinations, and the analysis shows that such 

recombinations can seriously reduce the efficiency. The current 

technology of silicon solar cells yields cells with 15 percent 

efficiency at 

recombination 

best. The analysis Indicates that the non-radiative 

rate yielding this efficiency for silicon is such that 

if the technologies of materials with energy gaps of 1.25 eV and 

1.7 eV were as advanced as that of silicon, the efficiency of a 

composite cell fabricated from these materials would be 25 percent. 

The results given above are for air mass zero, corresponding to the 

region above the Earth's atmosphere but in the vicinity of the Earth. 

The choice of materials to satisfy the energy gap requirements 

remains as critical when the non-radiative recombination rate is high 

as it is in the ideal case.  In the latter situation, silicon is the 
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Optimum material for the lower-energy-gap component of the composite 

cell, and aluminum antimonlde is a potentially promising material 

for the higher-energy-gap component. 

The device construction and electrical efficiency analysis shows 

that the optimum depth of the p-n Junction in a solar cell is 

approximately one-fourth of the diffusion length of the diffused 

layer minority carrier. 

Further analysis of the device design shows that a reflection 

type of composite cell which is not limited by absorption of low 

energy photons In the higher-energy—gap component is more efficient 

than a transmission type cell in which the components are stacked 

one above the other. 

Aluminum antimonlde holds great promise for the high-energy-gap 

component of a composite solar cell, and since this material is not 

commercially available, continued efforts should be directed toward 

Its preparation and evaluation.  It was found that aluminum as 

received from the vendors was not of sufficient purity to be used 

without further purification, but that the requirement of high- 

purity could be approached by a vacuum heat-treatment of the aluminum 

prior to forming the compound. Crystals of the compound could then 

be pulled by the Czochralski method under a pressure of one 

atmosphere of argon. 

Another possible material for the high-energy-gap component of 

the solar cell is cadmium selenide.  Since this material sublimes 

It is not amenable to Czochralski growth; high pressures would be 

necessary to melt the compound.  However, this difficulty may be 

obviated by growing single crystals of the material from the vapor 

phase. Although a furnace was constructed for the latter purpose, 

the decision to concentrate most of the experimental effort on AlSb 

curtailed the Investigation of CdSe, 
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One of the theoretical results presented In the First Semiannual 

Report, namely that cadmium sulflde would not suffice as one of the 

two materials In a composite solar cell, was verified experimentally. 

Measurements In sunlight Indicated that a composite cell fabricated 

from CdS and SI elements was not as efficient as the SI cell alone. 

The results presented In this report Indicate that the experimental 

Investigation of AlSb should be continued. The future development 

of a satisfactory composite cell depends upon the successful preparation 

of suitably doped single crystals of this compound or of another high 

mobility 1.7 eV energy gap semiconductor material. 
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6. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

The essential conclusions which nay be drawn from this work 

are as follows: 

1) For air mass zero, when non-radiative recombinations occurring 

In the space charge layers of the p-n Junctions of the cells are 

minimized, the theoretical optimum energy gaps for the semiconductor 

materials In the composite cell are 1,1 eV and 1,65 eV, 

2) The theoretical composite cell efficiency In the above case 

Is 32,5 percent, compared with 24.5 percent for a single solar cell, 

3) As the rate of non-radlatlve recombination In the spac.e charge 

layers Increases, the optimum energy gaps also Increase, and the 

efficiency Is reduced.  In an extreme case, the band gaps are 1,45 eV 

and 1,85 eV, and the efficiency 14 percent, 

4) The optimum composite cell Is 1,3 times as efficient as the 

best single cell and the composite solar cell Is potentially (theoretically) 

useful to that extent only, 

5) The optimum Junction depth In a solar cell Is 0,25 times the 

diffusion length of the minority carrier In the surface layer, 

6) The choice of the optimum semiconductors In the case of 

severe non-radlatlve recombination is as critical as In the Ideal case. 

7) In the Ideal case, silicon Is the optimum material for the 

lower-energy-gap component of the composite cell, and aluminum 

antimonide holds promise for the higher-energy-gap component. 

8) The reflection type of composite cell Is more efficient than 

the transmission type. 
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7. IIICOIKliii.\TIOICS 

l'he analyda aivea in thh report indicatea thet the coa~pound •-i

conductor aluai- antt.n1de could very probably be one of the tw 

optiaua -terial1 for tba c...,oalte aolar cell. rurthe.-.ore, the vorlt 

of Lofenki4 in 19S6 indicated that a dnsle al-inua anti.,.ide aolar 

cell eboald by itaelf ba aore efficient than the atlicon aolar cello 

coaaonly in use (abo predicted in radiationleaa rec011binat1on theory). 

ror tb81a reaaon1 it 11 felt that further uperiaental invuti&ation 

and developaent of at ... inua anttaonide, and of AlSb aolar celh, ahould 

prove fruitful. 

Since it haa been abow that the theoretical efficiency of a c011· 

polite aolar cell can be 1.3 ti8el that of dnale celh, it ia recoa

.. ndecl that experi8efttal deterainationa of COIIIpOoite cell efficienciea 

be •de aubaequent to the neceaaary clevelop~~ent work on AlSb. 

It vaa auueated durin& the neaotiations for the contract work 

herein deacribed that it would be instructive to conduct a laboratory 

experiiH:nt in which the tu.perature of tbe entire aystem vas acaled 

cto.nworcl. Thua one ai&ht uae an ortifict.l li&ht aource of color 

te11perature 3700°1, and a composite aolar cell at the temperature of 

dry ice. The optimum eneray aaps of the semiconductors used in the 

components of the coa~pooite cell in ouch a ayotem voulcl be 0. 75 eV 

and 1.1 eV, aO.d the obvious choices would be aermanium and silicon. 

Since theae ,..terialo ore already in a hishly clevelopecl state, little 

effort would be required to clemonatrate the feasibility, or lack of 

same, of • composite cell. Since the two materials, Ge and Si, are 

not optimum for a compoaite cell for extra ... terreatrial operation, 

this experiatent vas not carried out durin a the contract. SUch an 

experiment would be informative, however. 
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